
1 Introduction

Present-day wireless communication technologies have been
crucial in the development of medical and healthcare sys-
tems through a wide range of medical sensors, located inside
and outside of the human body, and other electronic de-
vices aimed at offering strong monitoring capacity and other
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applications [1]. A key element and one of the most innovative
and advanced forms of the wearable monitoring technologies
are the so-called wireless body area networks or WBANs.
WBANs consist of several heterogeneous biological sen-
sors placed in and around different parts of the body that
can be wearable or implantable beneath the user’s skin.
Each of these sensors meets specific requirements and is
used for different purposes. For instance, some devices can
be used for assessing and monitoring changes in a patient’s
vital signs, whereas other devices can be used for predicting
and/or detecting behavioral and physiological responses, most
typically categorized as either fear, anxiety, stress, etcetera.
In the case of the second application, behavioral and physi-
ological states are communicated using special coordinator
nodes. These are responsible for sending patient’s biological
signals to the physician, so that the physician can provide
real-time medical diagnoses and allow patients to make
informed decisions about their healthcare [2].

WBAN applications cover a wide range of fields aimed
at improving the quality of life of the users [3]. These appli-
cations can be categorized depending on their association
with the medical field versus a non-medical field. How-
ever, here we are mainly concerned with the applications of
WBAN technologies in medical and healthcare fields. These
applications focus primarily on providing health care solu-
tions for aging populations, involving, for instance, early
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detection, prevention, and monitoring of diseases, as well
as elderly assistance at home, rehabilitation after surgeries,
and biofeedback and assisted living [4]. In a general sense,
health monitoring systems based on wearable sensors can
be classified either as physiological or biokinetic. As for
physiological sensors, these are used to measure human
body vital signals, apart from being in charge of gather-
ing and measuring human body parameters internally or
externally, including, but not limited to, body temperature,
blood pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate, electrocardio-
gram (ECG), electroencephalogram (EEG), electromyo-
gram (EMG), blood glucose pollution level, and so on.
Furthermore, biokinetic sensors are largely used to collect
human body movement based on signals as acceleration or
angular rate of rotation. Finally, ambient sensors are respon-
sible for offering additional information about surrounding
environment temperature such as pressure, light, humidity,
among other functions [5].

WBAN sensors in the form of portable devices, especially
smartphones, can remotely access the information detected
by the sensor and bridge the gap between the patient’s medi-
cal data and the physician or health provider. The decisions or
actions taken by the physician or health provider after mon-
itoring and collection of patient’s health record data using
wearable sensors are key to medical treatment, and thus
medical data must be accurate and protected against unsanc-
tioned access that could be hazardous to the patient’s life.
This is the reason why strict security mechanisms to protect
this data must not only be mandatory, but must also include
a high level of system security and privacy [6–8].

Related work Only three schemes aimed at providing
equality test over identity-based cryptosystems have been
proposed in the past. These schemes can be explained as
follows (Fig. 1).

In 2016, Ma [9] proposed an identity-based encryption
with outsourced equality test scheme in cloud computing.
This scheme was a combination of public key encryption
with equality test (PKEET) and identity-based encryption
(IBE) to provide identity-based encryption with equality test
(IBEET). In this scheme, the receiver computes a trapdoor
using the secret value for the identity, then sends it to a

cloud server for equality test on its ciphertexts with others’
ciphertexts. Using this primitive someone with the trapdoor
for its identity can delegate out the capability of equality
test on its ciphertexts, without requiring a central authority
to act as a delegator.

In 2016, Hyung et al. [10] suggested a semi-generic
construction of public key encryption and identity-based
encryption scheme with equality test. This scheme only
considered the authorization for equality test on all
receiver’s ciphertexts, and assumes only the existence of
IND-CCA2 secure traditional public key encryption (PKE)
schemes, the hardness of Computational Diffie-Hellman
(CDH) problems, and random oracles.

Finally, in 2017 Wu et al. [11] surveyed and initiated
an efficient and secure identity-based encryption scheme
with equality test in cloud computing. The scheme had
relatively low time-consuming HashToPoint function as
compared to Ma’s [9]. Besides, the security of this scheme
has been proven for one-way secure against chosen-identity
and chosen-ciphertext attacks (OW-ID-CCA).

We only covered the research works that related to
identity-based with equality test approaches. All of this
while making reference to the works of many other
researchers [12–18] whose research works focused on
public key encryption with equality test (PKEET).

Our contributions The contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows:

1. We propose a concrete identity-based encryption scheme
from RSA, which can provide a secure and flexible secu-
rity model.

2. Our proposed scheme provides identity-based cryp-
tosystem with equality test. Thus, it supports authoriza-
tion of the medical server to achieve an equality test
on ciphertexts through a trapdoor, which is useful for
WBAN applications.

3. We prove the security of the new IBC-RSA scheme.
The security of our construction is based on the RSA
assumption and one-way secure against chosen-identity
and chosen-ciphertext attacks (OW-ID-CCA).

Fig. 1 WBAN architecture



4. We show that the computational cost of our proposed
scheme is more efficient as compared to other proposed
approaches.

Paper organization The rest of the paper is organized in this
fashion.

In Section 2, we review some preliminaries of our
proposed scheme. In Section 3, we provide a definition for
our proposed IBEET-RSA scheme and its security notion.
In Section 4, we explain our IBEET-RSA scheme describe
the proposed model. In Section 5, we evaluate the proposed
scheme and include security proofs and computational cost
aspects. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 RSA assumption

In 1978, RSA established a public key cryptosystem that
is based on the difficulty of integer factoring. The RSA
public key encryption scheme is the first example of a
verifiable secure public key encryption scheme against
chosen message chosen attacks [19]. In the RSA encryption
scheme, the public key consists of n = pq, where p and q

are primes, and an exponent e, where e is relatively prime to
Φ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1) and e should be chosen randomly,
kept secret, and satisfy that ed ≡ 1(modΦ(n)). To encrypt
a message M : C = Me(modn). To decrypt a ciphertext
C : M = (C)d(modn) = (Me)d(modn).

Factorization attack This is big issue for security of RSA
algorithm because the security of RSA is based on the idea
that the modulus is so large that is infeasible to factor it in
reasonable time. If the Adversary can factor n and obtain
p and q, then can calculate d = e−1modΦ(n) and e is
public parameter; and the private parameter d is the trapdoor
that the Adversary uses to decrypt any encrypted message.
Some existing factorization techniques [20–26] can be
generating public and private key of RSA algorithm, by
factorization of N . However, they are taking a considerable
length of time to do so, in case of p and q are very
large prime numbers. These methods will work efficiently
if the key d is small. However, in our scheme n denotes
the product of four big prime numbers p1, p2, p3, p4 with
length at least 256 bit; the numbers (pi − 1)/2 are odd and
pairwise relatively prime. Till present there is no technique
can achieve factorization of n-1024 length. Therefore, our
construction is secure against factorization attack.

2.2 Discrete logarithm problem (DLP)

The DLP problem is as follows:
Given: x, y ∈ Z∗

p, DLP problem is to compute a ∈
(Zp − 1) such that xa = ymodp. DLP assumption is hard

problem for every probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm,
the probability of solving DLP problem is negligible.

2.3 Decision Diffie-Hellman problem (DDH)

DDH Problem is as follows:
Let G be a multiplicative finite cyclic group and g be a

generator of group G, and let P be a prime order of group
G. Let gx, gy and Z ∈ G be given where x, y are chosen
randomly from Z∗

p. DDH problem is to decide whether
Z = gxy ∈ G. DDH assumption is hard problem for every
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm, the probability of
solving DDH problem is negligible.

3 IBEET: model description

3.1 IBEET: systemmodel

In this section, we present the proposed model description
of our proposed scheme IBEET-RSA for WBAN, which
will provide a secure and lightweight cryptosystem with
equality test feature. The proposed scheme involves a
multistep systematic approach. First, the medical sensors
sense the patient’s body signals that are crucial for medical
check. Then, the information that is gathered by the
sensors after encryption has taken place is transferred to
the hospital network manager, or the individual responsible
for processing the message. After the new data has been
received, the medical sensors compare the new data with
the initial form of data and, if no changes are detected in
the patient’s health, the system responds by rejecting the
message and also by failing the equality test. The operation
concludes with another message sent on to the hospital
network manager, this time with the encrypted information,
which is later transferred to the corresponding physician
for further processing. However, it should be mentioned
that only the patient and the physician are the ones able to
either encrypt or decrypt the aforesaid information. Figure 2
illustrates the proposed IBEET-RSA security model and the
handshaking process.

A: User A (Patient), B: Hospital (Physician), ET: Equality
Tester (Hospital Network Manager), PKG: Public-Key
Generator.

The proposed IBEET-RSA scheme consists of six algo-
rithms: Setup, KeyGen, Encrypt , Decrypt , T rapdoor

and T est . These algorithms provide an efficient and secure
cryptosystem and a flexible and reliable equality test technique
to make the scheme more compatible with WBAN applica-
tions.

3.2 IBEET: security model

In this section, we define the security model of our IBEET-
RSA scheme regarding to One-way chosen-ciphertext



Fig. 2 Proposed IBEET-RSA
security model

security against a chosen identity attack security model
OW-ID-CCA. If the adversary can get the trapdoor still
the adversary cannot be capable to get the plaintext from
the corresponding challenge ciphertexts. The OW-ID-CCA
security can be presented by the following games.

Assume that denotes a challenger and denotes an
adversary.

– Setup: takes a security parameter k as input and
runs the Setup algorithm. Then gives the system
parameters params to the adversary and keeps the
master key d secure.

– Phase 1. Private decryption key queries (IDi):
runs the KeyGen algorithm to generate the private
decryption key Xi corresponding to the public key
(IDi). Then sends Xi it to .

– Phase 1. Trapdoor queries (IDi): From the private
decryption, key queries can get Xi and generates the
trapdoor Ti via the Trapdoor algorithm. Then sends
Ti to .

– Phase 1. Decryption queries (IDi, Ci): runs
the Decrypt algorithm to decrypt the ciphertext Ci

by running KeyGen algorithm to get the private
decryption key Xi corresponding to the public key
(IDi). Then sends the plaintext Mi to .

– Challenge: randomly chooses a plaintext M ∈
M and runs the Encryption algorithm to get the
corresponding ciphertext C. Then sends C to .

– Phase 2. Private decryption key queries: In case of
IDi �= IDc. responds similar as in Phase 1.

– Phase 2. Trapdoor queries: responds similar as in
Phase 1.

– Phase 2. Decryption queries: In case of (IDi, Ci) �=
(IDc, C). responds similar as in Phase 1.

– Guess: outputs M ′ as a guess of M .

Definition 1 The IBEET-RSA scheme is secure against
OW-ID-CCA adversaries if the advantage of A to win the
above game AdvOW−ID−CCA(k) = Pr[M = M ′] is
negligible.

4 IBEET-RSA: scheme constructions

The proposed scheme involves a combination of identity-based
cryptosystem with RSA algorithm for secure functioning of
medical and healthcare monitoring systems [27–32]. First,
the private keys are calculated by a trusted third party (PKG)
using the master key. Second, the public key is the hash
value of the user’s identities and it can be computed by all
users. Third, the private keys are computed and sent by the
PKG to the corresponding users via a secure channel. This
way the algorithms SetP rivateKey and SetPublicKey

are embedded into one algorithm. However, the security of
our proposed scheme rely on the hardness of n factorization
rather than just solve the discrete logarithm problem.

4.1 IBEET-RSA: scheme description

The IBEET-RSA scheme consists of six different algo-
rithms: Setup, KeyGen, Encrypt , Decrypt , T rapdoor ,
and T est . A detailed description of our proposed scheme is
shown below:

– Setup: This algorithm is run by PKG as follows:

1. The PKG generates RSA parameters (n, e, d), let
n = p1p2p3p4; where | p1 | ≈| p2 | ≈| p3 |
≈| p4 | ≈ k/4 in which pi are primes, and ed ≡
1(mod Φ(n)); and d is kept secret as master key.

2. Choose an element g ∈ Z∗
n.



3. Choose cryptographic hash functions, and then the
message space: M ∈ {0, 1}k , H1 : {0, 1}k −→ Z∗

n,
H2 : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k −→ Z∗

n, H3 : Z∗
n −→

{0, 1}k , H4 : {0, 1}k −→ {0, 1}k . The system
parameters: params = (g, e, n, H1, H2, H3, H4).

– KeyGen: This algorithm is run by PKG as follows:

1. Set the Public key: QID = H1(ID).
2. Set the private key: XID = loggQ

d
ID(mod Φ(n)).

Note: The private key can be computed by using the
Chinese Reminder Theory (CRT).

– Encrypt: To encrypt a message M ∈ {0, 1}k between
user A (patient) and user B (physician), through the
hospital network manager ET, and by using their
identities IDA/B ∈ {0, 1}∗ and their public/private
keys, user A will start to encrypt M to user B using
params and user’s B public key QB and perform the
following steps:

1. Choose a random: r1, r2 ∈ {0, 1}k .
2. Set: h1 = H2(r1, M).
3. Set: h2 = H2(r2, M).
4. Compute: C1 = gh1(mod n).
5. Compute: C2 = r1 ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n)).
6. Compute: C3 = h1r2 ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n)).
7. Compute: C4 = M ⊕ H4(r1).
8. Compute: C5 = h1M ⊕ H3((QID)h2(mod n)).

User A outputs: CA = (C1A, C2A, C3A, C4A, C5A) and
send it to user B through the hospital network manager
ET. On the other side, user B (Physician) does the same
previous steps as user A using params and user A public
key QA to compute CB and send it to user A.

– Decrypt: After user B received (CA), then starts to
decrypt the ciphertext using params and his private key
XB , just as follows:

1. Compute: r ′
1 = C2 ⊕ H3(C

XID
1 )

e
(mod n)).

2. Compute: M ′ = C4 ⊕ H4(r
′
1).

3. Compute: h′
1 = H2(r

′
1, M

′).
4. Compute: h′

1r
′
2 = C3 ⊕ H3(C

XID
1 )

e
(mod n)).

5. Compute: h′
2 = H2(r

′
2, M

′).
6. Check: C1 = gh′

1(mod n) holds.
7. Check: C5 = h′

1M
′ ⊕ H3((QID)h

′
2(mod n)) holds.

If yes, output M as the plaintext. Otherwise, abort
C.

– Trapdoor: Given (CA, IDA) and (CB, IDB) compute
the trapdoors for users A and B respectively as follows:
TID = gh2XID .

– Test: This algorithm is run by the entity ET (Equality
Tester) and by given (C4, TID) as input as follows:

Compute E = C5 ⊕ H3((TID)e(mod n)). Then ET
checks if:

(C1A)EB = (C1B)EA(mod n) holds.

Correctness:

– Encrypt/Decrypt:
r ′ = C2 ⊕ H3(C1

XID)
e
(mod n))

= r ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n)) ⊕ H3(g
h1edloggQID (mod

n))

= r ⊕H3((QID)h1(mod n))⊕H3(g
h1loggQID (mod n))

= r ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n)) ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n))

r ′ = r .
– Test:

C5 = h1M ⊕ H3((QID)h2(mod n))

E = C4 ⊕ H3((TID)e(mod n))

= h1M ⊕ H3((QID)h2(mod n)) ⊕
H3(g

h2edloggQID (mod n))

= h1M ⊕H3((QID)h2(mod n))⊕H3(g
h2loggQID (mod

n))

= h1M ⊕ H3((QID)h2(mod n)) ⊕ H3((QID)h2(mod

n))

E = h1M .

4.2 PubKey: scheme description

The public key encryption scheme (Pubkey) consists of the
following four algorithms:

– Setup: This algorithm is run by PKG as follows:

1. The PKG generates RSA parameters (n, e, d), let
n = p1p2p3p4; where | p1 | ≈| p2 | ≈| p3 |
≈| p4 | ≈ k/4, and ed ≡ 1(mod Φ(n)); and d is
kept secret as master key.

2. Choose an element g ∈ Z∗
n.

3. Choose cryptographic hash functions, and then the
message space: M ∈ {0, 1}k , H1 : {0, 1}k −→ Z∗

n,
H2 : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k −→ Z∗

n, H3 : Z∗
n −→

{0, 1}k , H4 : {0, 1}k −→ {0, 1}k . The system
parameters: params = (g, e, n, H1, H2, H3, H4).

– KeyGen: This algorithm is run by PKG as follows:

1. Set the Public key: QID = H1(ID).
2. Set the private key: XID = loggQ

d
ID(mod Φ(n)).

Note: The private key can be computed by using the
Chinese Reminder Theory (CRT).

– Encrypt: To encrypt a message M ∈ {0, 1}k between
user A (patient) and user B (physician), through the
hospital network manager ET, and by using their
identities IDA/B ∈ {0, 1}∗ and their public/private
keys, user A will start to encrypt M to user B using
params and user’s B public key QB and perform the
following steps:

1. Choose a random: r1, r2 ∈ {0, 1}k .
2. Set: h1 = H2(r1, M).
3. Set: h2 = H2(r2, M).



4. Compute: C1 = gh1(mod n).
5. Compute: C2 = r1 ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n)).
6. Compute: C3 = h1r2 ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n)).
7. Compute: C4 = M ⊕ H4(r1).
8. Compute: C5 = h1M ⊕ H3((QID)h2(mod n)).

User A outputs: CA = (C1A, C2A, C3A, C4A, C5A) and
send it to user B through the hospital network manager
ET. On the other side, user B (Physician) does the same
previous steps as user A using params and user A public
key QA to compute CB and send it to user A.

– Decrypt: After user B received (CA), then starts to
decrypt the ciphertext using params and his private key
XB , just as follows:

1. Compute: r ′
1 = C2 ⊕ H3(C

XID
1 )

e
(mod n)).

2. Compute: M ′ = C4 ⊕ H4(r
′
1).

3. Compute: h′
1 = H2(r

′
1, M

′).
4. Compute: h′

1r
′
2 = C3 ⊕ H3(C

XID
1 )

e
(mod n)).

5. Compute: h′
2 = H2(r

′
2, M

′).
6. Check: C1 = gh′

1(mod n) holds.
7. Check: C5 = h′

1M
′ ⊕ H3((QID)h

′
2(mod n)) holds.

5 Performance evaluation of our proposed
IBEET-RSA

5.1 IBEET-RSA: security proof

To determine the security proof of our proposed IBEET-
RSA scheme under OW-ID-CCA security model in the
random oracle model, we relied on the use of methods
similar to the ones defined in [9–11]. This was based on
the IBEET-RSA security models explained in Section 3.2
against OW-ID-CCA and the Public Key Encryption
scheme against OW-CCA. We then proved that the Public
Key Encryption scheme is secure against OW-CCA.
Nevertheless, we found that the OW-ID-CCA security can
still be adapted to the OW-CCA security for Public Key
Encryption scheme [11].

Theorem 1 If an OW-CCA adversary A could break
the Pubic Key Encryption scheme with a non-negligible
advantage ε in polynomial time t , then, after making hash
queries at most qH1 > 0, qH2 > 0, qH3 > 0, qH4 >

0, decryption queries qd > 0, private decryption key
queries qX > 0, and trapdoor queries qT > 0, there
would be algorithm able to solve the DLP problem with a
non-negligible advantage of at least.

[ε(k)/(qH3 + qH4 + qd)] − [(qd · qH3)/(2
k · (qH3 + qH4

+ qd))] + [(1/22k + 1/2k + 1/2k)

· ((qH3 + qH4) · qd)/(qH3 + qH4 + qd)] (1)

Proof Suppose thatA is an OW-CCA adversary. The advan-
tage of in the OW-CCA security model (AdvOW−CCA)

for Public Key Encryption scheme is (qH3 + qH4 + qd).
We present proof for this using games against . Si denotes
the event that M ′ = M in Game i(i = 0 ∼ 4). These games
are structured in the following manner:

Game 0

1. Initial phase: The challenger runs the Setup algorithm
to generate RSA parameters (n, e, d) and to generate one
random element g ∈ Zn

∗, then publishes params : g, e,

n,H1, H2, H3, H4, while d is kept secret as master key.
2. Query phase: state ←− AH3,H4,Decryption

(params,Qi). For ∀(M{0, 1}k, r1, r2 ∈ {0, 1}k),
the hash functions H3(·), H4(·) and the Decryption
algorithm are simulated by the following oracles.

– H3(T3)-Query: Given T3 ∈ {0, 1}k , this oracle
picks a random point H3 ∈ {0, 1}k and returns H3.

– H4(T4)-Query: Given T4 ∈ {0, 1}k , this oracle
picks a random number H4 ∈ {0, 1}k as H4(T4) and
returns it to .

– Decryption (C)-Query: Given a ciphertext C =
(C1, C2, C3, C4, C5), this oracle computes r1

′ =

C2 ⊕ H3(C
XID
1 )

e
(mod n)), h1

′r2′ = C3 ⊕
H3(C

XID
1 )

e
(mod n)) and M ′ = C3⊕H4(r1

′), then
compute h1

′ = H2(r1
′, M ′), h2′ = H2(r2

′, M ′)
holds, and verifies C1 = gh1

′
(mod n), and

C5 = h1M ⊕ H3((QID)h2(mod n)) holds. If the
equations hold, then the oracle returns M ′ = M .
Otherwise, it returns ⊥.

3. Computation phase: C = (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5) where
C1 = gh1(mod n), C2 = r ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n)),
C3 = h1r2⊕H3((QID)h1(mod n)), C4 = M ⊕H4(r1),
C5 = h1M ⊕ H3((QID)h2(mod n)).

4. Output phase: Output M ′ ←− AH3,H4,Decryption (C,
state).

The advantage of winning the above game is as follows:

Adv(A)OW−CCA(qH3 , qH4 , qd) = Pr[S0] (2)

Game 1

1. Initial phase: The challenger runs the Setup
algorithm to generate RSA parameters (n, e, d) and to
generate one random element g ∈ Zn

∗, then publishes



params : g, e, n, H1, H2, H3, H4, while d is kept
secret as master key.

2. Query phase: state ←− AH3,H4,Decryption

(params,Qi). For ∀(M{0, 1}k, r1, r2 ∈ {0, 1}k),
the hash functions H3(·), H4(·) and the Decryption
algorithm are simulated by the following oracles.

– H3(T3)-Query: Given T3 ∈ {0, 1}k , if T3 = QID
h1 ,

then W1 = H3(QID
h1). Otherwise, this oracle

picks a random point H3 ∈ {0, 1}k as H3(T3). Then
the oracle returns H3 to .

– H4(T4)-Query: Given T4 ∈ {0, 1}k , this oracle
picks a random number H4 ∈ {0, 1}k as H4(T4) and
returns it to .

– Decryption (C)-Query: Given a ciphertext C =
(C1, C2, C3, C4, C5), this oracle computes r1

′ =
C2 ⊕ H3(C

XID
1 )

e
(mod n)), h1

′r2′ = C3 ⊕
H3(C

XID
1 )

e
(mod n)) and M ′ = C3⊕H4(r1

′), then
compute h1

′ = H2(r1
′, M ′), h2′ = H2(r2

′, M ′)
holds, and verifies C1 = gh1

′
(mod n), and

C5 = h1M ⊕ H3((QID)h2(mod n)) holds. If the
equations hold, then the oracle returns M ′ = M .
Otherwise, it returns ⊥.

3. Computation phase: randomly choose W1 ∈ {0, 1}K
and compute C = (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5) where C1 =
gh1(mod n), C2 = r ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n)), C3 =
h1r2 ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n)), C4 = M ⊕ H4(r1),
C5 = h1M ⊕ W1.

4. Update phase: Add the tuple (QID
h1 , W1) to a list

maintained by .
5. Output phase: Output M ′ ←− AH3,H4,Decryption (C,

state).

Compared to Game 0, we replace the value of H4 function
with W1 in Game 1. The advantage of winning Game 1
is identical to that of Game 0 as follows:

Adv(A)OW−CCA(qH3 , qH4, qd) = Pr[S1] = Pr[S0] (3)

Game 2

1. Initial phase: The challenger runs the Setup
algorithm to generate RSA parameters (n, e, d) and to
generate one random element g ∈ Zn

∗, then publishes
params : g, e, n, H1, H2, H3, H4, while d is kept
secret as master key.

2. Query phase: state ←− AH3,H4,Decryption

(params,Qi). For ∀(M{0, 1}k, r1, r2 ∈ {0, 1}k),
the hash functions H3(·), H4(·) and the Decryption
algorithm are simulated by the following oracles.

– H3(T3)-Query: Given T3 ∈ {0, 1}k , if T3 = QID
h1 ,

then the oracle returns ⊥ and abort the game. This
event denoted by E1. Otherwise, this oracle picks

a random point H3 ∈ {0, 1}k as H3(T3). Then the
oracle returns H3 to .

– H4(T4)-Query: Given T4 ∈ {0, 1}k , this oracle
picks a random number H4 ∈ {0, 1}k as H4(T4) and
returns it to .

– Decryption(C)-Query: Given a ciphertext C =
(C1, C2, C3, C4, C5), if C is identical to the
challenge ciphertext except C4, the oracle returns
⊥. Otherwise, it computes M = C4 ⊕ H4(r1),
h1 = H2(r1, M), h2

′ = H2(r2
′, M ′) then check

if C1 = gh1(mod n) holds, and C5 = h1M ⊕
H3((QID)h2(mod n)) holds. If yes, then the oracle
returns M; otherwise, it returns ⊥.

3. Computation phase: Randomly choose W2 ∈ {0, 1}K
and compute C = (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5) where C1 =
gh1(mod n), C2 = r ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n)), C3 =
h1r2 ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n)), C4 = M ⊕ H4(r1),
C5 = W2.

4. Update phase: Add the tuple (QID
h2 , h1M ⊕ W2) to a

list maintained by .
5. Output phase: Output

M ′ ←− AH3,H4,Decryption (C,state).

Compared to Game 1, we replace the value of C5 with
a random W2 in Game 2. Clearly, C5 in both Game 1
and Game 2 are randomly chosen. Therefore, Game 2 is
identical to Game 1 in the random oracle if the event E1
does not happen. Thus, we obtain

| Pr[S2] − Pr[S1] |≤ Pr[E1] (4)

Pr[E1] ≤ qd · AdvDLP + (qd + qH3)/2
K (5)

Lemma 1 If the event E1 in Game 2 occurs with a
non-negligible probability ε1, then there is a probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithm which can solve the DLP
problem with a non-negligible probability.

Proof We adopted the same idea in [11] by constructing a
simulator S1 to solve the DLP problem. However, S1 is able
to solve the DLP problem if the following conditions hold.

1. A does not make H3(T3) query on input (QID
h2(mod

n)) before a decryption query on input C =
(C1, C2, C3, C4, C5). In this case, S1 returns ⊥. If the
ciphertext C is valid, and that means the adversary
guess the value of H3 correctly. This event E2 happens
with the probability (1/2K).

2. The event E1 happens during the qH3 times H3(T3)

queries. It means that the list contains the tuple
(QID

h2(mod n), ∗). In this case S1 retrieve and output
h from (QID

h1(mod n)) as a solution of the DLP
problem. This event E3 happens with the probability



(P r[E1]/qH3). For both cases, the advantage of is as
described below:

Pr[E2] ≤ qd/2k (6)

Pr[E3 | −E2] = Pr[E1]/qH3 (7)

Pr[E3] = Pr[E3 | E2]Pr[E2] + Pr[E3 | −E2]Pr[−E2]
≥ Pr[E3 | −E2]Pr[−E2]
= Pr[E3 | −E2](1 − Pr[E2])
= Pr[E3 | −E2] − Pr[E3 | −E2]Pr[E2]
≥ Pr[E3 | −E2] − Pr[E2]
= (P r[E1]/qH3) − (qd/2k) (8)

Then we can get:

Adv(S1)
DLP ≥ (ε1/qH4) − (qd/2k) (9)

From the above equations, ε1 is non-negligible. Thus,
Adv(S1)

DLP is non-negligible. In this case, we can sustain
that the simulator S1 can solve the DLP problem with a non-
negligible probability. This contradicts the assumption that
the DLP problem is hard.

Game 3

1. Initial phase: The challenger runs the Setup
algorithm to generate RSA parameters (n, e, d) and to
generate one random element g ∈ Zn

∗, then publishes
params : g, e, n, H1, H2, H3, H4, while d is kept
secret as master key.

2. Query phase: state ←− AH3,H4,Decryption

(params,Qi). For ∀(M{0, 1}k, r1, r2 ∈ {0, 1}k),
the hash functions H3(·), H4(·) and the Decryption
algorithm are simulated by the following oracles.

– H3(T3)-Query: Given T3 ∈ {0, 1}k , if T3 = QID
h1 ,

then the oracle returns ⊥ and abort the game. This
event denoted by E1. Otherwise, this oracle picks
a random point H3 ∈ {0, 1}k as H3(T3). Then the
oracle returns H3 to .

– H4(T4)-Query: Given T4 ∈ {0, 1}k , this oracle
picks a random number H4 ∈ {0, 1}k as H4(T4) and
returns it to .

– Decryption(C)-Query: Given a ciphertext C =
(C1, C2, C3, C4, C5), if C is identical to the
challenge ciphertext except C4, the oracle returns
⊥. Otherwise, it computes M = C3 ⊕ H4(r1),
h1 = H2(r1, M), h2

′ = H2(r2
′, M ′) then check

if C1 = gh1(mod n) holds, and C5 = h1M ⊕
H3((QID)h2(mod n)) holds. If yes, then the oracle
returns M; otherwise, it returns ⊥.

3. Computation phase: Randomly choose W3, W4 ∈
{0, 1}K and C = (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5) where C1 =

gh1(mod n), C2 = r ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n)), C3 =
h1r2⊕H3((QID)h1(mod n)),C4 = M⊕W3,C5 = W4.

4. Update phase: Add the tuple (QID
h2 , h1M ⊕ W4) to a

list of H3 maintained by , and the tuple (r1, W3) to a
list of H4 maintained by .

5. Output phase: Output
M ′ ←− AH3,H4,Decryption (C,state).

Compared to Game 2, we replace the hash function H4(r)

with a random W3 in Game 3. Clearly, C5 in both Game
2 and Game 3 are randomly chosen. Therefore, Game 3 is
identical to Game 2 in the random oracle.

Pr[S3] = Pr[S2] (10)

Game 4

1. Initial phase: The challenger runs the Setup
algorithm to generate RSA parameters (n, e, d) and to
generate one random element g ∈ Zn

∗, then publishes
params : g, e, n, H1, H2, H3, H4, while d is kept
secret as master key.

2. Query phase: state ←− AH3,H4,Decryption

(params,Qi). For ∀(M{0, 1}k, r1, r2 ∈ {0, 1}k),
the hash functions H3(·), H4(·) and the Decryption
algorithm are simulated by the following oracles.

– H3(T3)-Query: Given T3 ∈ {0, 1}k , if T3 = QID
h1 ,

then the oracle returns ⊥ and abort the game. This
event denoted by E1. Otherwise, this oracle picks
a random point H3 ∈ {0, 1}k as H3(T3). Then the
oracle returns H3 to .

– H4(T4)-Query: Given T4 ∈ {0, 1}k , T4 = r1,
then the oracle returns ⊥ and abort the game. This
event denoted by E4. Otherwise, this oracle picks
a random point H4 ∈ {0, 1}k as H4(T4). Then the
oracle returns H4 to .

– Decryption(C)-Query: Given a ciphertext C =
(C1, C2, C3, C4, C5), if C is identical to the
challenge ciphertext except C4, the oracle returns
⊥. Otherwise, it computes M = C3 ⊕ H4(r1),
h1 = H2(r1, M), h2

′ = H2(r2
′, M ′) then check

if C1 = gh1(mod n) holds, and C5 = h1M ⊕
H3((QID)h2(mod n)) holds. If yes, then the oracle
returns M; otherwise, it returns ⊥.

3. Computation phase: Randomly choose W5, W6 ∈
{0, 1}K and C = (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5) where C1 =
gh1(mod n), C2 = r ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n)), C3 =
h1r2 ⊕ H3((QID)h1(mod n)), C4 = W5, C5 = W6.

4. Update phase: Add the tuple (QID
h2 , h1M ⊕ W6) to a

list of H3 maintained by , and the tuple (r1, W5⊕M)

to a list of H4 maintained by .
5. Output phase: Output

M ′ ←− AH3,H4,Decryption (C,state).



Compared to Game 3, we replace the hash function C5

with a random W6 in Game 4. Clearly, C4 in both Game
3 and Game 4 are randomly chosen. Therefore, Game 4 is
identical to Game 3 in the random oracle if the event E2
does not happen:

| Pr[S4] − Pr[S3] |≤ Pr[E4] ≤ Pr[E1 ∨ E4] (11)

Pr[E1 ∨ E4] ≤ [(qH3 + qH4)] · AdvDLP +
[(1/22k + 1/2k + 1/2k) · (qH3 + qH4)qd ]

(12)

Lemma 2 If the event E1 ∨ E4 in Game 4 occurs
with a non-negligible probability ε2, then there is a
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm which can solve
the DLP problem with a non-negligible probability.

Proof We adopted the same idea in [11] by constructing a
simulator S1 to solve the DLP problem. However, S2 is able
to solve the DLP problem if the following conditions hold.

1. does not make H3(T3) query on input (CXB
1 (mod

n)) or a H4(T4) query on input (r) before a decryption
query on input C = (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5). In this case,
S2 returns ⊥. If the ciphertext C is valid, and that
means the adversary A guess the value of H3 or H4

correctly. This event E5 happens with the following
three different possibilities.

– has never made a H3(T3) query on input
((CXB

1 )
e

(mod n)) and has made a H4(T4) query
on input (r). This happens with probability (1/2k).

– has made a H3(T3) query on input ((CXB
1 )

e

(mod n)) and has never made a H4(T4) query on
input (r). This happens with probability (1/2k).

– has never made a H3(T3) query on input
((CXID

1 )
e

(mod n)) and has never made a H4(T4)

query on input (r). This happens with probability
(1/22k).

2. The event E1 ∨ E4 happens during the qH3 times
H3(T3) queries and qH4 times H4(T4). It means that
the list contains the tuple ((C1

XID)
e

(mod n), ∗)

or the list contains the tuple (r1, ∗). In this case
S2 retrieve and output h from (QID

h1 (mod n)) as a
solution of the DLP problem. This event E6 happens
with the probability (Pr [E1 ∨ E4] / (qH3 + qH4)). For
both cases the advantage of as follows:

Pr[E5] ≤ [(1/2k) + (1/2k) + (1/22k)]qd (13)

Pr[E6 | −E5] = Pr[E1 ∨ E4]/(qH3 + qH4) (14)

Pr[E6] = Pr[E6 | E5]Pr[E5] + Pr[E6 | −E5]Pr[−E5]
≥ Pr[E6 | E5]Pr[−E5]
= Pr[E6 | −E5](1 − Pr[E5])
= Pr[E6 | −E5] − Pr[E6 | −E5]Pr[E5]
≥ Pr[E6 | −E5] − Pr[E5]
= Pr[E1 ∨ E4]/(qH3 + qH4)

− [(1/2k) + (1/2k) + (1/22k)]qd

(15)

Then we can get:

Adv(S2)
DLP ≥ ε2/(qH3 + qH4) − [(1/2k) + (1/2k)

+ (1/22k)]qd

(16)

According to the assumption, ε2 is non-negligible. Thus,
Adv(S2)

DLP is non-negligible. Therefore, the simulator
S2 can solve the DLP problem with a non-negligible
probability, which contradicts with the hardness of DLP
problem.

Theorem 2 For an OW-ID-CCA adversary with advantage
ε3 against IBEET-RSA. Let qX, qT , qd denote the times
of private decryption key queries, trapdoor queries, and
decryption queries, respectively. There is an OW-CCA
adversary with advantage of at least: ε3/e(qX +qT +qd +1)
against Public Key Encryption scheme.

Proof We can convert an OW-ID-CCA attack against
IBEET-RSA into an OW-CCA attack against Public Key
Encryption scheme by adhering the same notion in [11].

Theorem 3 As for the Theorems mentioned above, we
concluded that the proposed IBEET-RSA scheme is OW-
ID-CCA secure, taking into consideration the difficulty of
DLP problem in the random oracle.

5.2 IBEET-RSA: computational efficiency

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our pro-
posed IBEET-RSA scheme as well as the performance of
the schemes mentioned in [9–11], mainly in terms of com-
putational costs. To get the implementation time of the basic
operations through this comparison, we adopted MIRACL
library in [33], and the existing experimental in [34–36],
adhering to the following protocol: Ubuntu 14.04 (64 bit);
CPU: 2.30 GHz; and RAM: 1 GB. The running time for
each operation is defined below:
T1: Point multiplication operation = 1.97 ms)
T2: Exponentiation operation = 0.331 ms
T3: Bilinear pairing operation = 5.275 ms



Table 1 Comparison of computational cost efficiency (ms)

Scheme [9] [10] [11] Our

Encryption 6T2+2T3+T1+2T4+T5 = 24.717 6T2+2T5+2T7 = 2.015 2T2+5T1+ 2T6+T4+T5 = 15.646 4T2+6T5 =1.378

Decryption 2T2+2T3+T4+T5 = 16.332 3T2+2T5+2T7 = 1.022 2T3+2T1+T6+T4+T5 = 19.612 4T2+6T5 =1.378

Test 4T3+2T1+2T4 = 35.242 2T2+2T7 = 0.673 2T3+2T2+2T − 4 = 21.414 2T2+T5 = 0.671

Total 76.291 3.710 56.490 3.427

T4: HashToPoint function = 5.101 ms
T5: General hash function = 0.009 ms
T6: Point addition operation = 0.012 ms
T7: Symmetric cryptography = 0.00541 ms
Other lightweight operations (e.g. XOR) = 0.008s (Omit-
ted).

In the field of WBAN, including mobile communica-
tions, Wi-Fi, Sensors or any other communication methods.
The power consumptions, computational cost, and com-
munications overhead cause serious problems due to the
restrictions of lightweight communication systems perfor-
mance, especially with respect to PKC cryptosystem [36].
Many other approaches [37–40] have proposed techniques
that require the use of PKC to improve the security level
in such lightweight communication systems. The proposed
schemes in [9–11] are identity-based cryptosystems used
160-bit length for elliptic curve, while our proposed scheme
adopted a new approach by using identity-based over RSA
and provides 1024-bit length to guarantee same level of
security. As we can clearly observe in both Table 1 and
Fig. 3, the computational cost of our scheme decreases com-
pared to the computational costs in schemes [9–11]. As
a result, our scheme can achieve a better computational

performance than the previously mentioned proposed
schemes and, more importantly, our scheme can be compat-
ible with WBAN applications.

6 Conclusion

WBAN applications provide many benefits and challenges
to the medical and the healthcare sectors. Among the most
important benefits, we can mention a suitable environment
that can monitor the daily lives and medical conditions
of patients at anytime, anywhere, and without limitations.
However, when it comes to challenges, one of the most
significant ones are precisely in connection with poor
levels of security in all WBAN applications. This not
only makes the patient’s privacy weak and vulnerable, but
also threatens the patient’s life by exposing his or her
data to potential adversaries. To recap, in this paper, a
new IBEET-RSA scheme without pairing was presented.
The performance evaluation was given to prove that the
proposed scheme is efficient and secure against one-way
secure and against chosen-identity and chosen-ciphertext
attacks (OW-ID-CCA) under the DDH assumption.

Fig. 3 Comparison of
computational cost efficiency
(ms)
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